
APPLYING CONSTRAINTS

LYNX CCPM Project Plans



Available Constraints
As late as possible / As soon as possible  controlled by LYNX (CCPM) Scheduling Settings
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In CCPM Mode the following constraints are controlled 

by the defined “Project Properties”  for Scheduling 

behavior for the Critical Chain and Feeding Chains and 

cannot be controlled by the user: 

• As late as possible 

• As soon as possible



Recommended Constraints in CCPM
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Finish no later than 

Start no earlier than

Must start on

Must finish on

Recommended Constraints 

in CCPM Mode

The “Must” constraints are not recommended, 

as they pin tasks to fixed positions that cannot 

move, which eliminates flow and flexibility 

from the plan. 

Deadline

Finish no later than and a Deadline

have the same “scheduling” effect.  

LYNX will try to push all task before 

these constraints. 

Only for a task with a Deadline a 

Milestone buffer will be generated. 



Other possible Constraints
Do not level/Ignore Task
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Do Not Level means possible resource dependencies will be 

ignored when calculating a Critical Chain.   The normal 

dependencies (predecessors and successors)  remain. 

Task with the Constraint “Ignore Task” are 

not included in the resource load 

anymore.  Better alternative is to remove 

such a task from the plan.



Plan after calculation and adding buffers
Milestone buffer is inserted task with a deadline
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Milestone Buffer

A Start no Earlier Than Constraint pushes the task 

and its subsequent chain toward the future (without 

pinning the task at a fixed position)



Project = Released
Impact “Must” Constraints  Scheduler cannot move tasks
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If the project manager is not monitoring the position and 

timing of a MUST constraint and does not take action, the 

scheduler may be forced to push project tasks in the past!

Recommendation: avoid using “Must” 

constraints in CCPM plans.



Milestone Monitoring and Management
Milestone “Feeding Chain Tasks”
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After completing T1, still 13 days Feeding 

Chain Tasks towards the Milestone remain:

(T4(3d)+ T5(3d) + T6(3d) + T7(4d) 



My activities
Milestone Constraint Management and Monitoring
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